
Endgame Studies 9-12 
 
Sunday afternoons Eastern Time – easier for chess players outside the US to participate! 
 
The 4 classes outlined below are part of the ongoing online program Endgame Studies.  
Sign up for only $75 for 8 hours of chess training! 
 
Format: In all endgame classes, there will be 1 hour of presentation, then ½ hour with 
puzzles, followed by the last ½ hour with feedback on the puzzles.  
 
The puzzles for this class, together with the Zoom Meeting link, will be emailed out to 
the participants shortly before the class. Afterwards, I will follow up by sending out a 
raw database of the material used in the class. 
 
 
Sunday, June 28 at 2-4pm (ET). 
Class 9: King + queen versus king + pawn(s) 
 
In most cases, a queen can overcome a pawn close to promotion even if supported by 
the enemy king. The exceptions where the opponent uses stalemate tricks are well-
known. In this class, we will look at such studies with a twist – cases where the queen is 
fighting one or even more pawns. 
 
Sunday, July 5 at 2-4pm (ET). 
Class 10: Studies with odd piece configurations 
 
In this class, I will treat odd piece configurations that have captivated the minds of 
study composers. These configurations are interesting, but rare – which is why I don’t 
treat them separately, but together in this class. Examples are 3 knights vs. knight and 
studies with 2 same-colored bishops. 
 
Sunday, July 12 at 2-4pm (ET). 
Class 11: Pawn endgames with a twist! 
 
We will take a closer look at studies made from pawn endgames. I have chosen pawn 
endgames that have beautiful and surprising ideas, but at the same time are not too 
technical/esoteric, and still have relevance for endgame theory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sunday, July 19 at 2-4pm (ET). 
Class 12: Scrutinizing the studies of Richard Reti 
 
Reti was a brilliant composer who produced truly beautiful ideas and moves in his 
studies. However, since he was reaching for the stars and was seeking the 
extraordinary, his studies are often filled with mistakes. Those are the studies we don’t 
know so much about, or earlier versions of studies that became famous. This is a natural 
part of the creative process, and nowadays with strong chess engines, we can spot these 
mistakes. In this class, I will go through many interesting studies by Reti, playing the 
devil’s advocate. 
 
 
General Information 
Dates: Sundays on June 28 and July 5-12-19, 2020. 
Time: Afternoons at 2-4pm (Eastern Time). 
Rating level: Approximately 1600-2200. Ambitious players or players on their way up 
might want to join. 
Pricing: $75 for one program consisting of 4 classes. 
Discount: If you are already participant in another of my online programs, you can sign 
up for only $65. I currently have 3 online programs. 
Payment: Visit our online shop at https://silasesbenlund.com/online-chess-classes-
shop/ By paying the fee, you automatically sign up. 
Video streaming: If you are unable to make it one Sunday, I offer a streaming service of 
that class so you don’t miss anything. 
Questions? Send an email to silas.lund@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 
About me 
An International Master and 7-time chess author, I settled in New York in 2017 and currently 
work full time with chess as a trainer, writer and blogger on silasesbenlund.com. My 4 books 
for Quality Chess include Opening Simulator: King’s Indian Defence (2019, co-written with IM 
Andreas Hagen), Sharp Endgames (2017), The Secret Life of Bad Bishops (2014) and Rook versus Two 
Minor Pieces (2005). I use ideas from my books in the online classes, but always with new 
material. It is my trademark style to always have handouts for the students during class. 
In 2018, my wife Lu and I launched SILU Game Products LLC with a variety of products, most 
notably our math game Equation Gamble and the 2020 Chess Calendar. Our products can be found 
on our Amazon Store. The chess calendar has 366 positions, one for each day of the year, with 
solutions the next day. A Chess Calendar for 2021 is in the making. 
 
 
Check out the other 2 online programs Interesting Endgames and Complex Middlegames: 
https://silasesbenlund.com/online-chess-classes 
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